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ABSTRACT
Original Motion Picture Soundtrack
Land of Confusion - a film by Jeremy Zerechak

By
Joseph Miller
May 2008

Land of Confusion is a feature film documenting a Pennsylvania National Guard unit’s
2004 tour during Operation Iraqi Freedom. The creation of its musical score represents a
major milestone in its composer’s musical development. In combination with the postproduction remix, also by Joseph Miller, the original score took over four months to
complete. The entire score encompasses 23 individual pieces of music. Each piece was
written to macro specifications as discussed between the composer, Joseph Miller, and
the film’s director, Jeremy Zerechak. The compositional styles of the finished works
range over many genres of music including, but not limited to: symphonic, rock, jazz,
hip-hop and various other classifications of electronic music from avant-garde electrosymphonic hybrids to industrial.
The purpose of this document will be to elaborate on the concepts, processes, and
technologies used by the composer to bring all of the musical works into their final state.
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Since no other musicians were used in the performance of these composition’s parts, an
emphasis will be placed on the technological applications as well as aesthetic properties
of the music. This document is divided into five major sections: the film’s concept, the
workflow process, the work environment and technology, atheistic and musical
examination of selected cues, an appendix containing images, and audio examples for
reference.
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Explaining Land of Confusion
Land of Confusion is a documentary feature film. It was filmed by Pennsylvania
National Guardsman Jeremy Zerechak, who captured over fifty hours of footage while on
tour in 2004 in Iraq’s capital city Baghdad. He was not acting as an official military
documentarian but was allowed to film his experience. Upon returning to the United
States and receiving an honorable discharge, he began logging the footage and preparing
to compile the story as captured through his camera lens. A complete detailed view of the
movie can be found in Appendix Z1 and Appendix Z2. These documents were created by
the film maker for use as a film synapses and national press release.
As stated by the director, “When (he) set out to make a documentary about (his)
tour in Iraq, the ideology that was most important… was keeping an open mind and
remaining objective. (He) wanted the film to be a true exploration of the experience and
wanted the story to be told by the unfettered speech, riveting images and real moments of
the conflict. The last thing (he) wanted was to make a political mouthpiece for (his) view
on the war or some sort of propaganda film.” (Appendix Z1)
Following the completion of post-production, the film was entered in several film
festivals. As of March 1 st, 2008, the movie is an official selection for several major film
festivals including the Florida International Film Festival, the Philadelphia Film Festival,
and the Atlanta Film Festival. These festivals provide an excellent platform for the
movie’s exposure to a larger national audience and have already bolstered the film’s
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industry credibility through the publication of statements like “Unflinching, honest and
brave film! Finally…What’s going on in Iraq,” as stated by a Florida Film Festival press
release. (Appendix Z2)
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Workflow Processes
Workflow processes during the creation of music for the film evolved over time.
These evolutions were minor and several macro concepts were consistent from start to
finish. Typically the director would “lock” a scene. This term is used to denote that
there would be no further changes in the video edits. It was important for the composer to
work from locked picture to ensure accurate synchronization between the music and the
motion of images. The music’s tempo was typically linked with the scene’s edits or
content motion within the video. The director delivered the movie in three locked
segments or acts and with each act the composer and director met for spotting sessions.
The spotting sessions provided discussion between the director and composer
regarding: the placement of music within each scene, the directors intended emotional
content for each scene, an exchange of ideas related to the cue’s style. For each musical
piece, or cue, that would be created the director provided three to five adjectives
describing his hopes for the music, often terms like dark, tense, ethnic, hippy, sad,
disappointing, angry. From this point, the composer created “mock-ups” for each musical
cue. A mock-up is an approximation of the final musical intention. The mock-ups were
often complete in length and major thematic elements but did not have a full
orchestration or final mix. As mock-ups became available, sound files were exchanged
via ftp or were reviewed with video in person. If a mock-up met the director’s approval,
then further production would continue. There were cases when mock-ups were rejected
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and other music was created in attempt to reach a consensus. It was often an isometric
process between the musician’s and the director’s artistic visions and frequently the result
of many revisions, alterations, and discussions helped the final product.
As consensus was reached regarding mock-ups, the production phase of each
piece would begin. At this point, large scale alterations to the music were strongly
discouraged and avoided. During production phase, parts would be polished,
orchestrations would be enhanced, and sonic balance was created through detailed
engineering of the music’s mix. After a final director’s review, the music would be
dubbed into the films timeline and balanced against other elements such as narrative
dialog and other diegetic sounds.
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Technology and
Work Environment
All of the music composed for Land of Confusion was written using the Cubase
SX3 sequencing platform from Steinberg, a division of Yamaha Music Corporation. The
majority of instrumental sounds used were generated from virtual instruments. Virtual
instruments are software programs designed to replicate acoustic instrument timbres
and/or provide new timbres used to create music. They are controlled via computer
and/or computer interface. These instruments are divisible into two categories; virtual
synthesis and virtual sample based synthesizers, also known as ROMplers. These include
Colossus by East West/Quantum Leap, Symphonic Orchestra by East West/Quantum
Leap, and Kontakt 2 by Native Instruments. The only exception to this usage of virtual
synthesis was sparse usage of an Access Virus b synthesizer module, a Korg MicroX
synthesizer/controller and electric guitar. Guitar was featured in several works. It was
recorded direct and then modified with a software guitar amp simulator called Guitar Rig
2 by Native Instruments. A guitar was also fitted with the Roland GK3 MIDI pickup and
used as a MIDI controller for inputting data.
Other hardware used during the composition process included a Tascam FW1082
firewire interface used for A/D conversion and automated control surface, an M-audio
Trigger Finger MIDI controller, Mackie HR824 reference monitors, and a computer built
by the composer to meet the needs of this work environment. To actualize the music, the
machine was configured with 1.5 terabytes of data storage, 4GB of PC800 DDR2 RAM,
and an Intel E6600 processor.
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In Appendix B there are several high resolution images of the Cubase work
environment. These images display the arrangement view, virtual instruments used,
virtual effects or plug-ins, mixer layout, and other project elements. They have been
labeled with figure numbers and embedded notes for detailed commentary. These notes
provide insight to the composers work area and software tools used. To access the notes
roll the mouse over the yellow speech bubble near each figure name. The images can be
zoomed for more detailed examination. The images used in Appendix B represent
possible displays viewed by the composer. The workstation used has dual video monitors
and it would not be uncommon to view the arrangement (figure 1), the mixer (figure 5),
the video (figure 2), an instrument (figure 3), and the transport controls (figure 4)
simultaneously. This is one of several screen sets that are commonly used when scoring.
Other views may include elements like a tempo map or edit windows for audio or MIDI
information.
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Selected Cues
Out of 23 original works created for the film this document provides commentary
for 6 select musical works. This commentary varies per selection providing insight into
orchestration, thematic material, and/or video considerations. Audio examples of cues are
provided to aid readers and some notated examples may be embedded throughout.

Title Sequence

* Click Speaker Icon

The first cue composed for this film was its title montage. Originally the director
cut the sequence to a version of “My Favorite Things” as covered by the Lennon Sisters
and the original intention of the director was to replace this version with similar music.
After some consideration, the composer used similar instrumentation (bells) from the
temp track and created similar emotional intent (irony) but ignored the style and
presentation of the Lennon Sisters cover.
The new work uses guitar, timpani, and synthesizer pads for accompaniment. The
melody and respondent lines are played by Ney Flute, Music Box, and Cora. The melodic
instruments were carefully panned and mixed in such a way as to remain distinct. A
counter melody moves underneath in the cello. (Figure 1n)

* Musical examples are embedded into this document. Click the speaker icons to play. Please allow one
example to finish before starting another. To play music the document must be opened with Adobe
Acrobat or Acrobat Reader.
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Figure 1n

These melodic instruments were chosen to provide a certain ethnic quality to counter the
accompanying western instrumentation. This juxtaposition is also present visually as the
video it underscores features American flags carried by Iraqi civilians, US soldiers
patrolling Baghdad, and Iraqis dancing around burning American transport vehicles;
visually ironic scenes within the film.

Director Introduction Sequence
The second musical cue of the film falls during the introduction of director and
narrator, Jeremy Zerechack. Prior to the entrance of music the narrator presents a
contrast between protests he witnessed at Pennsylvania State and his impending
deployment to Iraq. The music enters as he describes his role as National Guardsman and
his apprehension of “going off to war.” This music crosses between the introduction of
the film maker and into the local media portrayal of his unit’s departure.
Consisting of a simple orchestration of piano, string section, and timpani,
emotionally the intention is to provide a combination of sadness and apprehension while
preserving a feeling of forward motion. The melodic line is carried by the cello to provide
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an emotionally heavy feeling and some audible symmetry with the title cue which contain
a cello counter melody. The violins and violas pulsate repetitious eighth notes on beats 1
and 3, adding a motion that imitates the steady march of soldiers and a piano adds fills
between the melodic content and rhythmic pulse rolling up and down the harmonic
progression lightly. As the piece builds to a close, the strings give way to an ornamented
coda performed by solo piano.

Bus Ride/Goodbye Sequence
Since a majority of the film’s first few minutes has some form of underscore, it
was important to continue building dramatically while retaining continuity between the
introductory scenes. The purpose of this third cue is to accompany a series of video
images illustrating the deployment from the troop’s hometown base to boot camp. This
was the last time the soldiers would see their families until their return from war. The
film uses an image of a young boy crying on his father’s shoulder and segues into images
of a cloudy Pennsylvania day with crowds of family members standing in the rain to
wave goodbye to their loved-ones.
The director wanted to begin the cue in conjunction with a boy crying. He
requested that the music be dramatic, heroic, and continue until a specific video dissolve.
This required the cue to be a very specific length, between 1:45 and 1:50, and added
considerable challenge to the writing process. More challenges presented in writing this
piece included the number and style of transitions used in the video’s editing. With the
specific requirements of emotional content, length, and pacing set forth, the most
daunting aspect was meeting the prerequisites while remaining musical.
9

For this cue, the composer chose to make use of a more complete orchestral
arrangement. It is a logical build from the sullen piano and string orchestration used in
the previous cue and provided a unique opportunity to make use of the heroic nature of
brass in conjunction with the imagery of the soldiers in uniform. To provide further
connection between previous musical statements, this piece begins with solo piano. (see
Figure 2n) As the image transitions from the crying boy to the rainy outdoor image a
single oboe enters carrying the principal theme. It’s followed by pizzicato strings,
reinforcing the original harmonic statement made first on piano, while synthesizer and
double bass provide a dark arco foundation. ( Figure 2n)
Figure 2n

Timpani play pianissimo on the downbeat of alternating measures with crescendo until
the entrance of brass in conjunction with the image of a soldier gazing out the bus
window. With the entrance of forte brass, the percussion becomes more rhythmically
active. The first use of brass during the film highlights a stereotypical image of American
soldiers often used in film scores. As the melody is moved back from brass to woodwinds
the music seems to soften before a final rolled crescendo from the timpani. The crescendo
ends in accent, leaving the arco bass and piano to dissolve with the final images of the
bus ride; a close-up of trees passes rapidly out a bus window.
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Marching to Baghdad
As the movie progresses through the boot camp experience, there are several
incidental cues. The final cue written for the film’s pre-Iraq settings comes as troops are
leaving Kuwait on a night-flight into Baghdad. As can be imagined, the tension of this
video footage and accompanying interviews is very high and the director wanted music
that highlights that tension and builds drama without detracting from the narrative or
soldier commentary.
By this point, several cues have introduced elements beyond that found in
orchestral arranging. Since the soldiers were mobilizing, the composition would once
again draw from the idea of soldiers marching but this element is held until the second
half of the arrangement to avoid conflicting with commentary. The music begins a slow
pulsating percussion figure is processed with filters and delay to add a dark tension. In
addition, two guitars are manipulated with a reverse-delay process that is mixed back and
forth between wet and dry levels of effect. The low rumble of a didgeridoo creates the
thick foundation and adds a slight ethnic quality. As dialog ends, leaving only video
montage, a steady marching rhythm is played on snare drum while a male chorus shouts
on the downbeat of every measure. The scene fades to black leaving only the snare,
unprocessed percussion, and shouting chorus to complete the transition to war.

The Iraq Survey Group (ISG)
With the troops arrival in Baghdad, the film shifts visually and emotionally. The
images presented of Iraq range from Middle Eastern desert landscapes to antiquated rusty
11

industrial sections of the Iraqi capital. The narrative accompanied by this musical cue
explains the “politically charged mission” tasked to this Pennsylvania National Guard
unit: provide service and protection for a presidentially mandated Iraq Survey Group
(ISG) as they search for weapons of mass destruction, aka WMDs.
Musically the cue draws from images of fast moving transport vehicles, metallic
factories, troops on patrol, and the tense narrative presentation of ISG. To meet these
elements musically, this cue is constructed totally from electronic sources and uses more
rhythmic motifs and textures than melodic statements and key centers. The work is not
devoid of melodic line, there are synthesis pads that drone and swell against the
industrial-style percussion figures. The cue begins with a slow and deep pulse on the
downbeat. A processed hi-hat enters playing steady eighth notes while accenting the
“and” of each beat to enhance a feeling of anticipation. A second hi-hat sound enters on
beats two and four. The build of percussion continues to match the intensity of the
dialog’s presentation. A low thunderous kick and aggressive snare begin to alternate
between the strong beats of one and three. This figure continues before building to a
double-time feel and as the narrative comes to a conclusion, regarding ISG and the role of
these soldiers, the cue resolves into a wind like synthetic sound. This connects the
excitement of the search for WMDs to the barren and empty discoveries of ISG soldiers.

Guitar Sadness
Following the ISG scene the realities Iraqi civilians face are presented:
joblessness, unproductive factories, mobs of civilians flocking to find employment. For
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the director this presentation represented a depression and sadness of Iraq’s people as
seen through the eyes of some American soldiers.
The previous ISG cue ends with a barren and windy sound that is sustained until
the entrance of two guitars roughly two minutes later. Both guitars are clean electric
solid-body tone with little or no processing. The harmonic content of this composition is
a direct derivative of the rhythm guitar part in the opening title cue. (Figure 3n)
Figure 3n

This accompaniment phrase is used three separate times throughout the movie and is
always placed on guitar. First as the harmonic basis for the title sequence, second as
“Guitar Sadness,” and lastly as a recapitulation, or alternate arrangement, of the title cue.
The notated example above is a strict interpretation of this theme. In both the opening and
closing sequences the music is played A-section followed by the B-section. In the case of
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the “Guitar Sadness” cue, the music is improvised freely based on this content and begins
with the B-section of the theme.
The second guitar provides a melodic improvisation over this theme. It was
created by performing while watching the video playback and all phrases were designed
to interweave with the visual action and the director’s vocal narrative.
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Concluding Thoughts
Prior to this opportunity, my intended life path was that of a performing guitarist
grounded in jazz and blues. Throughout my education I was exposed to endless amounts
of information and musical intellectual thoughts that seemed to have little relation to my
early personal goals. When the film presented the opportunity to me, it was this broad
educational background in conjunction with my current studies in music technology that
provided me the abilities to rise to this challenge. Had I not willingly engaged all of the
previous material and utilized the resources currently available to me, the successful
completion of a project of this magnitude would have been unlikely.
The film presented technical challenges, social challenges, emotional challenges,
artistic challenges and musical challenges. To navigate these was an education in itself.
While I don’t feel that every musical statement in the movie was artistically satisfying the
whole was received with great satisfaction by the film’s director. Even in cases when I
argued against usage of music I had created, the director felt that everything I provided
was exactly what he wanted. This alone allows me to feel the project was successful. The
composing of music for film has unexpected angles that exists in few other musical
situations i.e. creating music for another’s specific purpose and not one’s own musical
expression. Out of twenty-three musical cues, I am artistically proud of the majority. The
others were made through craft to satisfy the artistic expression of another person.
Perhaps this is a hidden essence of all musical composition.
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Appendix Z1

A FILM BY JEREMY ZERECHAK
A ZERECHAKFILMS RELEASE

ZerechakFilms
Jeremy Zerechak
(814) 574-6656
www.zerechakfilms.com
zerechak@zerechakfilms.com
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Appendix Z1

In March of 2004 a Pennsylvania filmmaker was activated with his National
Guard unit and deployed to Iraq. During the next twelve months he would
document his unique experiences as he and his platoon were tasked with the
politically charged mission of searching for the infamous weapons of mass
destruction (WMDs). The search would take them from the heart of Baghdad to
rural Iraqi farms.
Land Of Confusion offers a never-before seen account of working with the,
then secretive, Iraq Survey Group (ISG) as they travel throughout the country
searching for evidence that Saddam had the WMDs. The film reveals the
extraordinary perspective of soldiers on the ground in Iraq, as recorded by one of
their own and goes far beyond what the conventional mainstream media shows
audiences about the war in Iraq.
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Appendix Z1

As more unfolds about the war and it’s politics, the opinions and attitudes of
the Pennsylvania soldiers evolve throughout their deployment, as captured
through unfettered interviews and moments with U.S. soldiers and Iraqi civilians.
The filmmaker’s constantly poised camera delivers riveting images and explores
a side of the war that few people have seen and even fewer understand.
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

When approaching the idea of making a documentary about my tour in Iraq, I
committed myself to retaining an open mind about the subject. The last thing I
wanted was the film becoming a political mouthpiece for my view of the war,
before, during or after our deployment. I think this was my most protected
ideology throughout the process. I believe if I had not protected that with such
diligence the film would have manifested into more of a propaganda piece than
the true exploration of the story.
Land Of Confusion’s message is one that is illustrated by the unique
experiences of the American and Iraqi men featured in the film. Their trusting and
open attitude towards myself over the 14 months of shooting allowed for the
capturing of unfettered speech and the truly real moments of personal conflict.
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Appendix Z1

THE FILMMAKERS
JEREMY ZERECHAK
Writer / Director / Camera / Editor
Jeremy Zerechak joined the Army National Guard after high school so he
could afford college and pursue studies in film. He enrolled at Pennsylvania
State University where he won several academic awards for his work in film.
When his unit was ordered to deploy to Iraq Jeremy decided to bring his cameras
with him and film a documentary of his company’s deployment. During the
deployment Jeremy produced three shorts, one that hit festivals that year. After
his deployment Jeremy returned to Penn State to complete his bachelors degree
in film. With that behind him, he turned his sights to the editing process for the
56 hours of footage he shot during his deployment. That film would become Land
of Confusion.

JOSEPH MILLER
Music
Joseph Miller is a lifelong musician currently active as a performing guitarist,
educator, and audio technology specialist. Growing-up in a musical family and
early experience performing in local clubs/venues throughout the Carolinas led to
formal studies at Winthrop University and Duquesne University (M.M.). Both
formal training and over a decade’s experience working in rock and jazz provide
the guitarist with a complex musical background that aids his compositions. A
lifelong passion for high quality audio and work as a recording engineer provide a
foundation for using technology to help develop integrated media products like
films, TV, radio, or web.

COREY PETERSON
Producer
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Corey Peterson has been a journeyman over the past six years in the film
industry. He has worked in distribution, acquisitions, and many facets of
production during that time and called Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, San
Francisco, and Pittsburgh home. For nearly 3 years Corey spearheaded
acquisitions and sales for Apollo Cinema, a Los Angeles based niche indie
distribution company, which focused on short films. During his time there he
acquired numerous award-winning films and also managed Apollo's Academy
Award Shorts program, which played theatrically across the U.S. for three
successful years under his direction. Since leaving Apollo Cinema, Corey has
focused on production work on the East Coast. He has produced several indie
features and worked as an AD on various titles as well.

Featuring
SSG Benjamin Chamberlin
1SG Matt Andrasko

SFC Daryl Crawford

SPC Ryan Avagliano

SGT Matt Davis

SSG David Baltrusaitis

SFC Dan Dick

SGT Wayne Beck

CPL Nick Dilmore

1SG Raymond A Boccardi

SGT Karl Dymond

SGT Raymond Bozek

SGT Jonah Eberlin

SPC Jeff Buckingham

SPC Josh Finch

SPC Justin Burridge
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SGT Jonathan Geras

Appendix Z1

SSG Brian Hopkins

SFC Mark Sarti

SGT John Hosey

SGT Shawn Stanford

SGT Dean Jones

SPC Paul Stocklosa

SGT Byron May

SPC Joseph Toth

SFC Louis Mazzochi

CPT Richard Tylicki

SPC Walter Putnam

SPC William Verbyla

CPL Robert Rae

SFC Patrick Walsh

SGT Gary Sands

SPC John Walter

Color Timing
Writer/Director/Camera/Editor

Title Design

Music and Sound

Graphic Artist

Producer

Additional Sound

Voiceover Recordist

LOC Painting

Translator
Post Production Assistants
Additional Footage
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Jeremy Zerechak
Joseph Miller

Appendix Z1

Corey Peterson & Jeremy Zerechak

Rod Bingaman

Michael Fifth

Michael “Banch” Mancia

Amani Attia

Bridget Zerechak

Shawn Stanford & Dave Baltrusaitis

DIAA Studios

Rose Corr

Ellen Leimkuehler

Additional Music
Robert Roxby
“Home of the Brave”
Greenlight
“ Falling Into Place”
Sourmash
“Striking Dostance”

2007

USA

91 minutes

In English and Arabic with English Subtitles

A ZERECHAKFILMS RELEASE
Jeremy Zerechak 814.574.6656

www.zerechakfilms.com
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Appendix Z2

FILMMMAKER AND IRAQ-WAR VETERAN TO DEBUT
HARD-HITTING DOCUMENTARY AT FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL
PITTSBURGH, March XX, 2008 - Iraq-War Veteran and Pittsburgh filmmaker
Jeremy Zerechak is creating a stir with the directorial debut of his politicallycharged feature documentary about the war in Iraq, “Land Of Confusion.” The
film explores a side of the war that few have seen and even fewer understand,
following the never-before seen account of U.S. soldiers as they travel
throughout Iraq in search of evidence of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs).
”Land of Confusion” will make its world premiere later this month at the 2008
Florida Film Festival, March 28 – April 6, where it has been selected from over
300 documentary submissions. As the only military/war documentary selected,
“Land of Confusion” and its hard-hitting content is expected to make headlines at
this year’s festival. About the movie, the film festival said “Unflinching, honest
and brave film! Finally…What’s going on in Iraq.”
“When I set out to make a documentary about my tour in Iraq, the ideology that
was most important to me was keeping an open-mind and remaining objective,”
said Zerechak. “I wanted the film to be a true exploration of the experience and
wanted the story to be told by the unfettered speech, riveting images and real
moments of the conflict. The last thing I wanted was to make a political
mouthpiece for my view on the war or some sort of propaganda film.”
As a member of the National Guard, Zerechak, then a Penn State University film
student, decided to document his unique experiences when he was activated and
deployed to Iraq in March 2004. During his 12-month tour, Zerechak shot over
56 hours of footage tracking his platoon’s search to discover infamous WMDs – a
search that would take them from the heart of Baghdad to rural Iraqi farms.
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Appendix Z2

The film reveals the extraordinary perspective of soldiers on the ground in Iraq,
as recorded by one of their own, and goes far beyond what the conventional
mainstream media shows audiences about the war in Iraq. The documentary
captures the evolution of the soldiers’ opinions and attitudes as they learn more
about the war and its politics first hand.
At this year’s Florida Film Festival, the politically-charged documentary joins a
select group of the year’s best in cutting-edge cinema from all genres. The large
Orlando-based festival expects more than 23,000 moviegoers in 2008. Author
and host of The Travel Channel's “No Reservations”, Anthony Bourdain, will
serve as this year's Guest of Honor. For more information, visit
www.floridafilmfestival.com or call the box office at 407-626-1088 x 225)
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